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Abstract

Small heterogeneous potassium-iodide clusters are investigated by means of ab initio

electronic structural methods together with experimental production and detection in

mass spectrometry. Experiments were done by using Knudsen cell mass spectrometry

(KCMS) modification method, which provided simultaneous generating of all KnI
0,+1

(n = 2–6) clusters at once. Clusters with more than two potassium atoms are produced

for the first time. The lowest lying isomers of those KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) clusters were found

by using a random-kick procedure. The best description of growth of these clusters is

the addition of one potassium atom to a smaller-neighbor cluster. Subsequently, stabil-

ity of these species was examined. In spite of general trend of decreasing of binding

energies, the closed-shell species have slightly larger stability with respect to the open-

shell species. Alternation of dissociation energies between closed-shell and open-shell

clusters is presented. Experimental setup also allows determination of ionization ener-

gies of clusters: the obtained values are in the range of 3.46–3.98 eV, which classify

these clusters as “superalkali.” For closed-shell clusters, the theoretical adiabatic ioniza-

tion energies are close to experimental values, whereas in the case of open-shell clus-

ters, the vertical ionization energies are those that are close to experimental values.

K E YWORD S

B3P86, potassium-iodide clusters, RCCSD[T], superalkali, surface ionization mass

spectrometer

1 | INTRODUCTION

Clusters are aggregates of a finite number of atoms or molecules, which often display properties that differ both from the individual components

and the bulk. Therefore, they are considered as unique state of matter. Clusters play a vital role in the vapor-to-condensed phase transition of all

matter. For small cluster sizes, a single atom more or less can make a dramatic difference; in contrast, for large clusters, properties change

smoothly with increasing size, which is often connected to the surface/volume ratio. The studies of metal clusters have attracted wide attention

both on theoretical and experimental work due to their possible application as building blocks of matter.[1,2] Clusters consisting of an alkali metal

combined with a more electronegative element have ability to form stoichiometric, (MX)n, and nonstoichiometric heterogeneous clusters, MnXn−m

(M—alkali metal atom, X—nonmetal, n > m).[3–5]

The first theoretical work on the nonstoichiometric clusters of the type MnX was reported by Schleyer[6] They have shown that the “excess”

electron delocalizes over the alkali atoms forming a covalent M-M bond, that is, the alkali “cage.” The binding in MnX clusters (n ≥ 2) has to be
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considered as fundamentally ionic, between positive charged “cage” of alkali atom (Mn
+) and negative charged nonmetal (X−). Subsequently,

Gutsev[7] have reported that clusters, MnX, exhibit lower ionization energies than alkali metal atoms (5.39–3.89 eV). In contrast, MXn clusters have

been predicted to have very high electron affinity, substantially higher than halogen atoms. Therefore, clusters MnX and MXn have been called

“superalkalis” and “superhalogens,” respectively.[7–9] Very exciting development in the field of clusters is the realization that stable “superalkali”

and “superhalogeni” clusters, with suitable size and composition, can be designed to mimic the chemical behavior of atoms in the periodic table.

Consequently, they can be described as superatoms, and may serve as potential building block for the new cluster assembled materials with

unique structural, electronic, optical, magnetic, and thermodynamic properties.[10,11]

Much theoretical and experimental work was reported on properties of pure potassium cluster species.[12–18] Also, many heterogeneous clus-

ters of potassium, among them potassium iodide clusters, are experimentally and theoretically investigated. The structural and bonding properties

of the fully ionic stoichiometric potassium iodide cluster, (KI)n ranging in size from 2 to 500, were studied theoretically and experimentally.[19–21]

The nonstoichiometric potassium iodide clusters of the form M(MX)n and (MX)nX were detected by mass spectrometric techniques.[22–24] Metal-

rich nanoclusters such as K2–5(KI)n
+ (n ~ 27) were produced by a supersonic cooling source combined with a laser ablation source.[22] Furthermore,

secondary ion mass spectrometry by ion bombardment of potassium iodide resulted in cluster ions of the form [K(KI)n]
+, n = 22.[24] The clusters

I−(KI)n, K
+(KI)n have been recorded in the mass spectra by using the fast Xe atom bombardment method. It has been found that the mass spectral

pattern of I−(KI)n cluster ions was similar to that of K+(KI)n cluster ions.
[23] Furthermore, the nonstoichiometric potassium rich anions, K(KI)n

− and

K2(KI)n
−, were produced by vaporization of a solid KI sample using laser-vaporization cluster source.[19] Then, in desorption ionization mass spec-

tra the positively charged clusters of the general formula KnIn−1
+ (n = 2 and 3) often occur.[25–27]

Potassium halide adducts of the form K2X
+, desorbed from neutral salts by high power pulsed infrared laser radiation, were detected by

Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR). Among the potassium halides, KI generates the highest ratio of detected

K2I
+ to K+, therefore it is the best choice for cation-transfer reactions in infrared laser desorption ionization FT-ICR.[26] To complete the survey of

previously reported studies, we mention the production of K2I
+ ions from solution of potassium iodide salt in methanol by electrospray ionization

(ESI), which is of importance for protein analysis by ESI mass spectrometry.[26] Additionally, the K2I
+ ions were formed by the surface ionization

mass spectrometry using triple filament technique.[28] Generally speaking, alkali halide clusters have been used as samples for understanding of

the electrospray, nanospray and ionspray ionization mechanism.[25,29] To the best of our knowledge, there is no data available in the literature

about the formation, stability and the ionization energies of any of the KnI, n > 2 clusters.

In the present study, the structure and stability of small potassium-iodide KnI
[0,+1] (n = 2–6) clusters, using both experiments and theoretical

predictions, are under investigation. In Section 2, the details of experimental detection will be presented. The subsequent Section 3 will provide

the details of the quantum chemical calculations. In Section 4, we show the experimental and theoretical results with discussion. In the last

Section 5, the present conclusions are given.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION

The Knudsen cell mass spectrometry (KCMS) proved to be very significant method for formation and characterization of homogeneously and het-

erogeneously metal clusters.[30,31] Also, previous results have shown that the surface ionization mass spectrometer represents a powerful tool for

investigation of “superalkali” clusters of the type MnX (M—alkali atoms, X—nonmetal). Experimental setup used in this study is home-built setup,

which implies the Knudsen cell (KC) combined with surface ionization. The details are described elsewhere.[32] Briefly, the Knudsen tantalum cell

(7 mm × 6 mm with an orifice diameter 0.1 mm) is equipped with a tungsten heater positioned at the bottom of this cell. The cell is placed in the

ionization chamber of a single focusing magnetic sector mass spectrometer. A sample of KI salt compressed into a ring shape was located next to

the KC's inner wall near the lid, at atmospheric pressure. Temperatures of the KC and the tungsten heater were controlled separately. In our

experimental setup, the tungsten heater was controlled in the temperature range between 500 and 2700 K. The tungsten heater was used for

ionization. Identification of each cluster ion formed by this experimental setup was determined according to its mass-to-charge ratio and natural

isotopic abundances of elements potassium (93.26% 39K, 0.01% 40K, and 6.73% 41K) and iodine (100% 127I).

The ionization energies of the iodine-doped potassium clusters were obtained by the Saha–Langmuir equation:

Ii =Aexp
Φ− IEi

kT

� �
, ð1Þ

where Ii—the ion intensity [i are K+ or KnI
+]; A—the term containing reflection coefficients and statistical weighting factors; Φ—the work function

of the ionization filament; IEi—the ionization energies of clusters or atoms; k—the Boltzman's constant; T—the temperature of the tungsten heater.

The value of Φ depends on the type of ions, which are adsorbed at the tungsten heater. However, by dividing the Saha–Langmuir equation for K+

and KnI
+, the work function from Equation (1) is eliminated.
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ln
I K+� �
I KnI

+� � = IE KnI
+� �

− IE K+� �
kT

: ð2Þ

Actually, the IEs of potassium iodide clusters were determined by measuring the intensity of potassium ions and the intensities of the most abun-

dant isotopes of KnI
+ cluster ions vs the temperature of the heater.

3 | COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The lowest-lying isomers of potassium-iodide KnI (n = 2–6) clusters were found by using a random-kick procedure, which represents a variant of

the stochastic search method, first reported by Saunders,[33] and later modified by Tai and Nguyen.[34] This randomized algorithm was already

used for obtaining the lowest isomers of heterogeneous lithium clusters, LinI
[35] (n = 2–6) and LinClm

[36] (n > m, n = 1–6, m = 1–3). It consists of

two parts. The first part is to randomly kick each atom of an initial structure, given by Cartesian coordinates (xi, yi, zi) within the sphere of a radius

R to define new atom's set of coordinates(xi + dxi, yi + dyi, zi + dzi), where both minimum and maximum distances between two atoms in the struc-

ture can be controlled. The second part is to pass the obtained structure to electronic structure software, for a geometry optimization. For an ini-

tial structure, we used a structure with all atoms at the origin. As we expected, to get many nuclear configurations with large radius, as in the case

of lithium-iodide LinI (n = 2–6) clusters, we did not specify maximum distance between atoms, but the kicking procedure was done within spheres

of radii R=1:0−6:5 A
:

and with different minimum distances of Dmin = 1:0−3:0 A
:

. The obtained species were then submitted to geometry optimi-

zation and frequency calculations by using density functional theory (DFT), specifically B3P86 functional[37,38] with the small 3-21G atomic

basis set.

Using simplifying assumptions that probability of finding any particular isomer is the same as for all the others, the approximate probability of

finding an isomer is about 95% if one takes three kicks for every minimum to be found.[33] This probability rises to 99.3% (99.9%) if one takes five

(seven) kicks for each minimum. Of course, number of isomers is not known initially; but the rate of appearance of new minima decreases as

kicking procedure proceeds, and one gets a good idea about the total number that might be found. Using this estimation, we did at least five times

as many kicks as there were found minima for all species, with the addition of linear structures (which is rarely obtained with above mentioned ini-

tial structure), in order to explore a sufficient number of low-lying energy isomers and find the lowest energy (LE) isomer.

The previously obtained molecular structures were further refined by using the same B3P86 functional, with small core scalar relativistic

energy-consistent pseudopotentials and correlation consistent basis sets. For potassium, the pseudopotential includes 10 core electrons, and basis

set consists of [8s 8p 5d 3f] contractions [this combination is further denoted as ECP10MDF][39]; for iodide, the pseudopotential includes 28 core

electrons and basis set consists of [5s 4p 3d 1f] contractions [further denoted as cc-pVTZ-PP].[40] At the same level of theory, we have calculated

the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) corrections.

In order to analyze the impact of basis sets on the structural parameters, geometry optimizations of KI and KI+ with a series of correlation con-

sistent basis sets were performed. In the case of K atom, we used the already mentioned ECP10MDF. For iodine atom, together with the

pseudopotential, triple- and quadruple-zeta [(aug-)cc-pVXZ-PP, X = T, Q] basis sets were used,[40] and additionally the weighted core-valence cor-

relation consistent triple- and quadruple-zeta (cc-pwCVXZ-PP, X = T, Q) basis sets.[41] Also, we have investigated changes due to using different

functionals: B3LYP,[37,42] B3P86, and B3PW91[37,43]; additionally, the coupled cluster method was used, with correlation of all electrons denoted

as RCCSD[T]—which is short from the restricted open-shell singles and doubles coupled-cluster, with restricted Hartree–Fock wave function as a

reference, with perturbative inclusion of triples.[44–46]

In Supporting Information Table S1, we show equilibrium bond distances of KI and KI+ calculated at different levels of theory mentioned

above. The only available experimental equilibrium bond length is (3.0478 ± 0.0004) Å for KI.[47] This experimental value is almost perfectly

predicted with both B3P86 and RCCSD(T) using ECP10MDF basis set for potassium and cc-pVTZ-PP basis set for the iodine atom (both values

are 3.0480 Å). Changing of basis sets from triple- to quadruple-zeta, produce elongation of bond lengths for KI, except for aug-cc-pVXZ-PP basis

sets, where the change is very small (at RCCSD(T) level bond length is 0.0015 Å shorter with aug-cc-pVQZ-PP basis). The larger difference is

predicted by RCCSD(T) method (~0.007 Å) than by using DFT methods (~0.003 Å). On the contrary, for KI+ molecule changes from triple- to

quadrupole-zeta basis set give shorter bonds [except for RCCSD(T)/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pwCVXZ-PP(I) level]. Furthermore, the augmentation of

the basis functions with diffuse functions for both neutral and cation species slightly increased the bond lengths. The effect of inclusion of core

functions is found to be similar to the effect of augmentation with diffuse functions.

In conclusion, the best-balanced basis sets for description of geometry of these species are ECP10MDF for K and cc-pVTZ-PP for I atom.

Therefore, we have used this basis in combination with the less time-consuming [in respect to RCCSD(T)] DFT method, employing the B3P86

functional, for optimizing geometries of all KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) clusters. This method is denoted as B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I). To justify

the choice of method for obtaining geometries of larger clusters, we performed high-quality RCCSD(T)/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) geometry

optimization for most stable KnI
0,+1 (n = 1–3) clusters and compared them to DFT results in Supporting Information Table S3. As mentioned above,
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KI geometries are the same for both methods, while KI+ bond length obtained with DFT is ~0.04 Å longer than with RCCSD(T). For the most sta-

ble K2I isomer, the RCCSD(T) bond length is shorter for 0.018 Å and angle is 0.2� larger than at the DFT level. Furthermore, for the most stable

linear K2I
+, the difference in bond length is only 0.004 Å for two levels of theory. In the case of the most stable K3I isomer, K I bond length is by

0.021 Å shorter, K K bond is by 0.005 Å longer, whereas K I K angle is 0.5� smaller with RCCSD(T) than calculated with DFT method. Again

differences are reduced for cation, the bond lengths are by 0.007 Å and 0.005 Å shorter, and angle is 0.3� smaller with RCCSD(T) in respect to

DFT method.

Regarding frequencies, harmonic frequencies and ZPVE values of KI and KI+ calculated at different levels of theory are presented also in

Supporting Information Table S2. The only experimental value is of 186.53 cm−1 for KI.[48] The time-consuming RCCSD(T)/ECP10MDF(K),

cc-pwCVQZ-PP(I) value of 187 cm−1 agrees perfectly with the reported experimental value, whereas DFT values are somewhat smaller by 7, 4,

and 8 cm−1 calculated with B3LYP, B3P86, and B3PW91 functional, respectively. Again, the best agreement with experimental value for DFT

method is obtained with B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) level of theory (185 cm−1). ZPVE DFT values are ~0.04 kJ/mol lower than

corresponding RCCSD(T) values.

In order to calculate the binding, dissociation and ionization energies of the clusters, the single-point RCCSD(T)/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVQZ-PP

(I) calculations were performed at the optimized geometries, for the most stable isomers. As will be shown in subsection 4.4, the values of these

properties for KnI
0,+1 (n = 1–3) species are not changed when single point calculations were performed at the B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP

(I) [further denoted as RCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ level] or RCCSD(T)/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) [further denoted as RCCSD(T)/QZ//RCCSD

(T)/TZ level] optimized geometries. Thus, for all KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) clusters the binding, dissociation and ionization energies are calculated at

RCCSD(T)/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVQZ-PP(I) level for B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) geometries and ZPVE corrections. This level would be

suitable for predicting properties of larger clusters (n > 6) because it is accurate and it is not computationally demanding as RCCSD(T)

optimizations.

All DFT computations and geometry optimizations at the RCCSD(T) level were carried out by using Gaussian(R) 09[49] program package.

Geometry optimizations at the B3P86 level employed an energy-represented direct inversion in the iterative subspace algorithm (GEDIIS)[50] with

quadratically convergent SCF procedure[51] and UltraFine pruned (99590) grid. For harmonic vibrational frequencies and normal modes, the Hes-

sians have been computed analytically. At the end, the single-point coupled cluster calculations were done by using Molpro program

package,[52,53] with default convergence criteria.

4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 | Experimental results

In this work, a series of iodine-doped potassium clusters were detected experimentally for the first time by using the KCMS method combined

with the surface ionization. In Figure 1, a typical mass spectrum of the positive charged clusters of the type KnI
+ (n = 2–6) is presented, obtained

by evaporating only KI salt at the temperature heater of 1450 K.

In the mass spectrum, it has been revealed that the strong peaks appear periodically in an interval of m/z 39, suggesting the presence of KI

units in the clusters. Peaks corresponding to m/z of 205, 244, 283, 322, 361 were attributed to K2I
+, K3I

+, K4I
+, K5I

+, and K6I
+, respectively. As the

F IGURE 1 The mass spectrum of the positive KnI
+ (n = 2–6) cluster

ions obtained by the evaporation of KI salt at the temperature heater of
1450 K using the modification of KCMS method
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heater temperature increase above 1250 K, the first cluster ion that appears in the mass spectrum is K2I
+. The increasing of the heater's tempera-

ture above 1350 K leads to the sharp appearance of all peaks constituting the mass spectrum of KI, including K3I
+, K4I

+, K5I
+, and K6I

+. The inten-

sity of the K2I
+ were about two and three times higher than the intensities of the K4I

+ and KnI
+ (n = 3 and 6), respectively. Since the intensity of

K5I
+ was four times lower than that of the K2I

+ ions, it can be concluded that this cluster ions are the most unstable. The experimental setup allow

that various cluster ions, such as K3I
+, K4I

+, K5I
+, and K6I

+, are being formed simultaneously in the same range of temperature (1350–1650 K). It

has been also observed that intensities of KnI
+ ions very slowly increase with the rise of the temperature of heater. At T > 1650 K, the KnI

+ cluster

ions exhibits decomposition and their peaks disappear, leaving only the peaks of the K2I
+. Because the K2I

+ appear in the longest range of heater

temperature (1250–1750 K), and have the highest intensity, it can be concluded that dipotassium positive ions are the most stable in these exper-

imental conditions.

F IGURE 2 Plots of the natural logarithms of positive ion intensities vs 1/T, where T is temperature of the tungsten heater; open square—
intensity of K+ ion; solid square—intensities of KnI

+ (n = 2–6) cluster ions; solid circle—ln(I[K+]/I[KnI
+])
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In order to determine the ionization energy of these clusters, the natural logarithms of the ion intensities for KnI
+ and 39K+ as a function of the

inverse of heater's temperature (1/T) are plotted in Figure 2. For better clarity, the natural logarithms of the ratio of ion intensities for 39K+ and

KnI
+ as function of the 1/T are represented separately at the same figure. The ionization energies of iodine-doped potassium KnI (n = 2–6) clusters

were obtained by using the value of 4.34 eV for the ionization energy of K and the slopes of plots lnI(K+)/I(KnI
+) vs 1/T by Equation (2). The

obtained ionization energies had the following values: 3.98 ± 0.20 eV for K2I, 3.74 ± 0.20 eV for K3I, 3.50 ± 0.20 eV for K4I, 3.46 ± 0.20 eV for

K5I, and 3.73 ± 0.20 eV for K6I.

4.2 | Structural isomers of the neutral and cationic KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) clusters

The geometries of all isomers of neutral and cationic clusters up to six potassium atoms (KnI
0,+1 [n = 2–6]) are displayed in Figures 3–9. Each struc-

ture is denoted by the label x.y.z, in which x stand for the number of potassium atoms, y denotes the charge state (n for neutral and c for cation), and

z denotes the zth lowest-lying isomer found for that cluster type. Structures which are, based on the geometrical motifs, recognized as the excited

states equilibrium geometries of the corresponding x.y.z structures, with different spin-multiplicity, are denoted by (x.y.z)*. Cluster isomers are fur-

thermore labeled by their empirical formula, with point group symmetry and the ground electronic state (showed in brackets). Relative energies of

structural isomers, defined as the single-point energies (with ZPVE correction), calculated at the B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) level of the-

ory, of relaxed isomers in respect to the relaxed geometry of the corresponding lowest-lying energy isomer, are shown in Figures 1–7 as well.

Because all structures were generated with the random-kick procedure, they were calculated in the framework of the C1 point group symmetry.

However, some of them possess higher symmetry, which was inspected by reoptimization with B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) method within

F IGURE 3 Structural isomers of neutral KnI (n = 1–3) clusters. Relative energies (with ZPVE corrections) are calculated with B3P86/
ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I). Bond distances are given in angstroms and angles in degrees. [a]—Tiemann et al.[47]
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the higher symmetry restrictions. In Supporting Information Tables S4 and S5, the relative energies, zero-point vibrational frequencies, and

low/imaginary frequencies are presented (in order to distinguish real minima structures and structures that might be transitional) for neutral and cat-

ionic species, respectively. It should be noted that structures with vibrational modes, which have frequencies around zero, that is, within the range

from 20i cm−1 to 20 cm−1, are presented as the structural isomers as well. They could be close to a real minimum because these values strongly

depend on numerical accuracy, especially for the flat potential surfaces that are typical for these clusters. Thereby, a few neutral structures: (2.n.3)*,

(5.n.2)*, (6.n.1)*, 6.n.6, and 6.n.11, possesses low imaginary frequencies in the mentioned range (Supporting Information Table S4); and a handful of

cationic structures: 4.c.4, 4.c.5, [4.c.6]*, 5.c.3, 5.c.4, 5.c.6, 6.c.4, 6.c.5, 6.c.8, 6.c.10, and (6.c.7)* also (Supporting Information Table S5).

In Figures 3–9 and in Supporting Information Tables S4 and S5, we present global and local minima structures on the potential energy hyper-

surfaces. The possibility of having isomers in a higher spin state has also been taken into account by using the random kick procedure described

in Section 3. The local minima of higher multiplicity were also presented in Figures 3–9, and these are: 6.n.5, 6.n.11, 6.n.12, 4.c.5, 4.c.6, 6.c.6, 6.

c.8, 6.c.9, and 6.c.11. Furthermore, many structures with higher multiplicity were identified, on the basis of their geometrical motifs, as an excited

states of the corresponding clusters with lower multiplicity: (2.n.1)*, (2.n.2)*, (2.n.3)*, (3.n.1)*, (4.n.1)*, (4.n.2)*, (4.n.3)*, (4.n.4)*, (5.n.2)*, (5.n.5)*,

(6.n.1)*, (6.n.3)*, (6.n.7)*, (6.n.10)*, (2.c.1)*, (3.c.2)*, (3.c.3)*, (4.c.2)*, (4.c.3)*, (5.c.1)*, (5.c.2)*, [5.c.4]*, (6.c.5)*, (6.c.7)*. In addition, two higher spin

structures were more stable than the corresponding lower spin clusters: (4.c.6) and (6.c.9) isomers. Herein, we confirm that the higher spin states

structures exist, but typically with relative energy higher than 30 kJ/mol in respect to the relaxed geometry of the corresponding LE isomer, with

few exceptions of (5.n.2)*, 6.n.5, and 6.c.6 that have relative stabilities of 23.9, 18.1, and 29.1 kJ/mol, respectively.

F IGURE 4 Geometries of neutral KnI (n = 4, 5) clusters. The same type computed data as in Figure 3
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Neutral cluster species always have iodine atom located externally (outside of the structure). (Strictly speaking, the iodine atom in linear 2.n.2

and (2.n.2)* (D∞h) structures is in between two potassium atoms.) The most stable neutral cluster species up to the n = 5 favor planar structures.

We obtained some similar structures to those published for LinI (n = 2–6)[35] and LinCl (n = 2–6),[36] however, the potential energy surface seems

even shallower, and since we included higher spin structures, more isomers are obtained. The change from planar to the 3D most stable structures

takes place at six K atom, as in the case of Li clusters. Doublet spin 2.n.2 and 2.n.3 isomers are linear (K I K and K K I, respectively) and both

of them lie above the most stable 2.n.1 isomer with C2v symmetry (2A1 state). Quartet spin (2.n.1)*, (2.n.2)*, and (2.n.3)* states lie high above the

corresponding global minimum (around 400 kJ/mol). There are in total three K3I equilibrium geometries: the planar 3.n.1 (C2v structure) as the

F IGURE 5 Structural isomers of neutral KnI (n = 6) clusters. The same type computed data as in Figures 3 and 4
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most stable one, the 3.n.2 (C3v structure) which is 16.8 kJ/mol above, and the triplet (3.n.1)* C2v structure which can be considered as an excited

triplet equivalent of the 3.n.1 that lies 41.0 kJ/mol above. Half of (four out of eight) K4I equilibrium geometries are planar and the most stable is

planar as well. Isomers 4.n.1 and 4.n.2 are almost degenerate and (4.n.3)* is an excited quartet state of the 4.n.3. Three out of seven K5I species

isomers are planar, and the most stable is planar again. 5.n.2 and 5.n.3 are almost degenerate and (5.n.2)* is an excited triplet correspondent of

the 5.n.2. The most numerous (17 in total) K6I isomers species are predominantly the 3D structures.

Contrary to the neutral clusters, in many cationic structures, the iodine atom occupies an internal position. In the case of the K2I
+ and K3I

+,

the lowest-energy isomers are planar, while all other lowest lying isomers have 3D open structures. Number of isomers is 3, 6, 9, 10, and 13 going

from K2I
+ to K6I

+. After ionization, the geometries of the resulting cationic clusters are significantly distorted as compared to their corresponding

neutral species, except for 3.n.2 ! 3.c.3, 4.n.3 ! 4.c.1, 4.n.4 ! 4.c.4, 5.n.1 ! 5.c.4, 5.n.2 ! 5.c.1, and 5.n.4 ! 5.c.3.

4.3 | Growth mechanism

Only in view of geometrical motifs presented in Figures 3–9, the formation of all neutral and charged (KnI
(0,+1), n = 1–6) clusters could be

described in one (or more) of the following ways: (a) KnI
(0,+1) formation from Kn−1I

(0,+1) by adding one potassium atom; (b) KnI
(0,+1) formation from

pure Kn
(0,+1) by adding iodine atom; (c) KnI

(0,+1) clusters can be considered as a distorted version of pure potassium clusters with the same total

number of atoms, Kn+1
(0,+1).

The first way can be applied on all neutral and cationic potassium-iodide clusters. This growth mechanism is schematically displayed in

Figure 10 (LE stands for the lowest energy isomer). Both neutral and cationic cluster species possess two types of structures: 2D planar and 3D

structures which can be 3D open (only in cationic case) and 3D compact structures. For neutral clusters, all LE structures up to six atoms are pla-

nar, while for cationic ones, the turning point from planar to 3D structures occurs at five atoms. Planar structures are more often present in neu-

tral species. Few cation species, particularly 4.c.6 triplet (or (4.c.6)* excited singlet equivalent), (3.c.3)* and 4.c.4, show tendency to grow by two

atoms at once and that to 6.c.2, 5.c.4 doublet (or (5.c.4)* excited quartet state) and 6.c.5 structures, respectively, since there is no intermediary

structures obtained by the random kick method.

To apply the second or the third way to interpret the cluster growth mechanism, it is necessary to calculate pure potassium clusters structures at

the same level of theory as the heterogeneous ones. Anyway, we can find some structural similarities with previously reported structures of pure

potassium clusters.[14,17] Finally, we came to the same conclusion as it was for lithium-iodide clusters[35]—the best way to describe the growth of

these heterogeneous clusters is by adding one (or two, in special cases mentioned above) potassium atom to Kn−1I
(0,+1) to obtain KnI

(0,+1) clusters.

F IGURE 6 Structural isomers of cationic KnI
+ (n = 1–3)

clusters. Relative energies (with ZPVE corrections) are calculated
with B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I). Bond distances are
given in angstroms and angles in degrees
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4.4 | Stability of neutral and cationic KnI
(0,+1) clusters

4.4.1 | Binding energy per atom

Binding energies (BEs) per atom were calculated for the most stable potassium-iodide KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) clusters. These values are defined as (with

ZPVE corrections included):

Eb KnIð Þ= nE Kð Þ+ E Ið Þ−E KnIð Þ
n+1

Eb KnI
+� �

=
n−1ð ÞE Kð Þ+ E K+� �

+ E Ið Þ−E KnIð Þ+ Þ
n+1

:

BEs per atom, calculated at two levels of theory: B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I), and RCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ level are presented in

Table 1. For KnI
0,+1 (n = 1–3) clusters, the RCCSD(T)/QZ//RCCSD(T)/TZ results are also presented in Table 1. The results obtained by using the

F IGURE 7 Geometries of cationic KnI
+ (n = 4) clusters. The same type computed data as in Figure 6
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first two methods are in good agreement for all clusters (the largest difference is of 0.06 eV), while RCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ and RCCSD(T)/

QZ//RCCSD(T)/TZ results for KnI
0,+1 (n = 1–3) are the same.

Potassium-iodide (KI) and its cation (KI+) are ionic salts. Species K2I
+, similar to corresponding lithium-chloride cluster Li2Cl

+,[36] is recognized

as ionic species. Hence, their properties are different from other species discussed here. One can see distinctively high BE per atom that possess

neutral KI (1.78 eV) and cationic K2I
+ (1.75 eV) species. On the other hand, the electron deficient species KI+ has very low BE energy (of 0.16 eV).

Considering both neutral and charged clusters, the trend is the decreasing of BE with increasing number of K atoms. Going from K2I to K6I,

the differences in BE between adjacent clusters are 0.14 eV, 0.19 eV, 0.03 eV, and 0.08 eV. For cationic clusters the differences are 0.08 eV,

0.15 eV, and 0.03 eV going from K3I
+ to K6I

+. From these values one can see that, in spite of general trend of decreasing BE, some clusters have

slightly increased stability—these are: K3I, K5I, K4I
+, and K6I

+. These clusters have an even number of electrons—they are closed-shell species; on

the contrary, the open-shell species that have an odd number of electrons are relatively less stable: K2I, K4I, K6I, K3I
+, and K5I

+. We have already

shown by means of the natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis,[35] that in the case of LinI clusters, the important reason for higher stability of closed-

shell species is the delocalization of the 3center/2electron type, which is more energetically favored than the typical 2center/2electron bonds.

Although we have not used the NBO analysis in this work, we can assume that electronic structures of presented potassium iodide clusters are

very similar to lithium iodide clusters, and that the reason for higher stability of the closed-shell species is the same.

The calculated BE values of pure potassium Kn (n = 2–7) clusters are: 0.25 eV, 0.23 eV, 0.29 eV, 0.32 eV, 0.37 eV, and 0.37 eV, respec-

tively.[18] Comparing homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters, one can see that doping of potassium clusters with iodide significantly contribute

to their stability. However, heterogeneous KnI clusters are less stable than corresponding LinI clusters.
[35] Taking into account that the measured

binding (cohesive) energy for bulk potassium (n ! ∞) is of 0.94 eV,[54] one can conclude that BE for KnI clusters decrease to a minimum value for

some n and then increase to the bulk limit, where iodide atom could be considered as impurity.

From experimental mass spectrum in Figure 1, it can be seen that K2I
+ ions appear to be highly stable having the highest peak's intensity; the

next is K4I
+ which has greater intensity than K3I

+, then K6I
+, and the cluster ion with the lowest peak's intensity is K5I

+. Theory predict the highest

stability of K2I
+, but BE value for K4I

+ is not higher than BE for K3I
+, and BE for K6I

+is not higher then K5I
+. Thus, using only this criterion for the

stability of clusters, we cannot totally explain the experimentally obtained stability of the cations.

F IGURE 8 Structural isomers of cationic KnI
+ (n = 5) clusters. The same type computed data as in Figures 6 and 7
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4.4.2 | Dissociation energies

Dissociation energy (De) for reactions of the most stable KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) clusters in which the product is the neutral K atom or cation K+, calcu-

lated at two levels of theory: B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) and RCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ, are presented in Table 2. For most stable

KnI
0,+1 (n = 1–3) clusters, the RCCSD(T)/QZ//RCCSD(T)/TZ results are also presented, and again they are equal to the RCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ

results. For all reactions, De has a positive value. Dissociation reactions of cationic species are thermodynamically favored when the product is the

neutral K atom, except for ionic species KI+ and K2I
+. Alternation of dissociation energies between clusters with even and odd electrons is clearly

seen for both neutral and cationic clusters.

F IGURE 9 Structural isomers of cationic KnI
+ (n = 6) clusters. The same type computed data as in previous figures
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F IGURE 10 Schematic depiction of growth mechanism of KnI
(0,+1) clusters up to the seven atoms

TABLE 1 Binding energy per atom (in
eV) for the most stable potassium-iodide
clusters

Species KnI
(0,+1) Binding energy per atom

KI 1.77a 1.78b 1.78b

K2I 1.40a 1.43b 1.43b

K3I 1.24a 1.29c 1.29b

K4I 1.07a 1.10c

K5I 1.01a 1.07c

K6I 0.93a 0.99c

KI+ 0.13a 0.16c 1.16b

K2I
+ 1.71a 1.75b 1.75b

K3I
+ 1.40a 1.43c 1.43b

K4I
+ 1.29a 1.35c

K5I
+ 1.16a 1.20c

K6I
+ 1.11a 1.17c

aB3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I).
bRCCSD(T)/QZ//RCCSD(T)/TZ.
cRCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ.
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Theoretical results for dissociation energies are in good agreement with experimentally observed stabilities: K2I
+ has the highest peak's inten-

sity and the highest De, the following are K4I
+ and K6I

+ with De of 1.03 eV and 0.97 eV, respectively. The lowest calculated De possesses K3I
+

(0.47 eV), and De for K5I
+ is very close to it (0.49 eV). Therefore, theoretically obtained predictions for dissociation energies could qualitatively

indicate the cluster stability in our experimental setup—the only deviation is too low value of De for K3I
+.

4.4.3 | Ionization energies

The adiabatic ionization energy (AIE) is computed as the difference in Eel + ZPVE of a pair of the relaxed cationic and the neutral lowest-energy

isomers. The vertical ionization energy (VIE) is calculated as the total energy difference between the electronic energy of the cation having the

same geometry as the neutral and the neutral cluster (Eel + ZPVE). Experimental values together with the adiabatic (AIE) and vertical (VIE) ioniza-

tion energies for the most stable KnI (n = 1–6) species, obtained at the B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) and RCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ level,

are outlined in Table 3. Adiabatic (AIE) ionization energies for the most stable KnI (n = 1–3) species calculated at RCCSD(T)/QZ//RCCSD(T)/TZ

level are also presented in Table 3. One can see that DFT values is higher up to 0.7 eV than RCCSD(T) values. Single point RCCSD(T)/QZ values

are the same for DFT and coupled cluster geometries.

In literature, three different values of experimental AIE of KI can be found: the first one is 8.2 ± 0.3 eV,[55] obtained by electron impact tech-

nique, the second is 7.2 ± 0.1 eV[56] from photoelectron spectroscopy, and the last one is 7.5 ± 0.4 eV,[57] obtained by electron impact technique.

Our best result of 7.57 eV (single point RCCSD[T]) agrees with the last one, and is in reasonable agreement with the second one. For experimental

VIE of KI there are two values, both obtained from a photoelectron spectrum: 7.4 eV[58] and 7.7 ± 0.1.[56] Our theoretical prediction of 7.75 eV

(single point RCCSD[T]) agrees very well with the second one. The first experimental ionization energy of K2I, obtained by the triple surface ioni-

zation, was 3.92 ± 0.1 eV.[28] Our present experimental result (3.98 ± 0.20 eV) is in accord with this value.

From Table 3, it can be seen that experimental values for ionization energies of KnI (n = 2–6) clusters are in the range of 3.46–3.98 eV. Thus,

as all clusters have lower ionization energy than potassium atom (4.34 eV), they could be regarded as “superalkali” clusters.

There are significant structural rearrangements upon formation of the cations, and as a result the difference between the adiabatic and vertical IEs

is prominent. However, the adiabatic (vertical) IEs should be a lower (upper) bond to experimentally determined IEs. If one compares theoretically

TABLE 2 Dissociation energy (in eV)
for the most stable potassium-iodide
clusters

Reaction De

KnI = Kn−1I + K

KI = I + K 3.53a 3.56b 3.56c

K2I = KI + K 0.67a 0.73b 0.73c

K3I = K2I + K 0.76a 0.88b 0.88c

K4I = K3I + K 0.37a 0.33b

K5I = K4I + K 0.70a 0.91b

K6I = K5I + K 0.49a 0.50b

KnI
+ = Kn−1I

+ + K

KI+ = I+ + K 6.58a 6.50b 6.50c

K2I
+ = KI+ + K 4.87a 4.92b 4.92c

K3I
+ = K2I

+ + K 0.46a 0.47b 0.47c

K4I
+ = K3I

+ + K 0.88a 1.03b

K5I
+ = K4I

+ + K 0.52a 0.49b

K6I
+ = K5I

+ + K 0.76a 0.97b

KnI
+ = Kn−1I + K+

KI+ = I + K+ 0.26a 0.32b 0.32c

K2I
+ = KI + K+ 1.59a 1.68b 1.68c

K3I
+ = K2I + K+ 1.38a 1.42b 1.42c

K4I
+ = K3I + K+ 1.50a 1.56b

K5I
+ = K4I + K+ 1.64a 1.72b

K6I
+ = K5I + K+ 1.71a 1.78b

aB3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I).
bRCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ.
cRCCSD(T)/QZ//RCCSD(T)/TZ.
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predicted adiabatic and vertical ionization energies (at more reliable RCCSD(T) level) with experimentally obtained values within error bars, it can be

seen that for clusters with the even number of electrons (closed-shell: K3I and K5I) adiabatic ionization energies are close to experimental values; on the

other hand, for clusters with odd number of electrons (open-shell: K2I, K4I, and K6I), the vertical ionization energies are close to experimental values. This

can be rationalized considering definition of adiabatic and vertical ionization energies and stability of clusters: upon ionization of more stable closed-shell

neutral clusters, relaxation of cation geometry occurs and measured ionization energies are adiabatic IE; on the contrary, upon ionization of the less sta-

ble open-shell neutral clusters, relaxation of cation geometry is not significant and measured ionization energies are close to the vertical IE.

5 | PRESENT CONCLUSIONS

Heterogeneous potassium-iodide clusters KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) were produced by KCMS modification method in the temperature range of

1250–1750 K, where clusters with more than three potassium atoms were detected for the first time. Inspection of mass spectrum shows that

the peaks from K2I
+ and K4I

+ are the most intensive; the peaks corresponding to K3I
+ and K6I

+ are less intensive; while the peak of K5I
+ had the

lowest intensity. All ionization energies obtained by mass spectrometry are in the range of 3.46–3.98 eV, and by comparing to IE of K atom

(4.34 eV), these clusters could be classified as “superalkali.”

We have depicted all low-energy constitutional isomers of the neutral and positively charged KnI
0,+1 (n = 2–6) species, obtained by using a

stochastic method together with quantum chemistry electronic structure methods. It is found that the single point RCCSD(T)/ECP10MDF(K),

cc-pVQZ-PP(I) method in combination with B3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I) geometry optimizations and ZPVE corrections is suitable for

calculation of the stability parameters (binding, dissociation and ionization energies) of the title clusters. From the inspection of the lowest-energy

structures, we can infer that the best description of the growth mechanism of these clusters is the formation of KnI
(0,+1) from Kn−1I

(0,+1) by adding

one potassium atom. Furthermore, we have shown that doping of pure potassium clusters with iodide considerably contributes to its stability.

However, there is a general trend of decreasing of BE with cluster growth. In order to obtain more stable larger heterogeneous clusters, more

iodine atoms should be added to potassium than one. The closed-shell species (K3I, K5I, K4I
+, and K6I

+) have slightly increased stability with

respect to the open-shell species (K2I, K4I, K6I, K3I
+, and K5I

+). The alternation of dissociation energies between closed-shell and open-shell clus-

ters can be also noticed for both neutral and cationic clusters. If we compare theoretical ionization energies with experimental values, it can be

TABLE 3 Experimental and computed
adiabatic, vertical ionization energies (in
eV) for potassium-iodide clusters

AIE VIE

ExpKnI Transition Value Transition Value

KI 1.n.1 ! 1.c.1 8.17a

7.57b

7.57c

1.n.1 1P+ ! 2Q 8.31a

7.75b
8.2 ± 0.3d

7.2 ± 0.1e

7.5 ± 0.4f

7.4g

7.7 ± 0.1h

K2I 2.n.1 ! 2.c.1 3.98a

3.39b

3.39c

2.n.1 2A1 ! 1A1 4.61a

4.09b
3.92 ± 0.10i

3.98 ± 0.20j

K3I 3.n.1 ! 3.c.1 4.28a

3.80b

3.80c

3.n.1 1A1 ! 2A1 4.72a

4.32b
3.74 ± 0.20j

K4I 4.n.1 ! 4.c.1 3.77a

3.10b
4.n.1 2A

0 ! 1A
0

4.28a

3.72b
3.50 ± 0.20j

K5I 5.n.1 ! 5.c.1 3.95a

3.52b
5.n.1 1A1 ! 2B1 4.11a

3.84b
3.46 ± 0.20j

K6I 6.n.1 ! 6.c.1 3.68a

3.05b
6.n.1 2A

0 ! 1A
0

3.86a

3.32b
3.73 ± 0.20j

Abbreviations: AIE, adiabatic ionization energy; VIE, vertical ionization energy.
aB3P86/ECP10MDF(K), cc-pVTZ-PP(I).
bRCCSD(T)/QZ//B3P86/TZ.
cRCCSD(T)/QZ//RCCSD(T)/TZ.
dElectron impact technique.[55]

ePhotoelectron spectroscopy.[56]

fElectron impact technique.[57]

gVIE from photoelectron spectroscopy.[58]

hVIE value from photoelectron spectroscopy.[56]

iVeli�ckovi�c et al.[28]

jThis work.
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concluded that for closed-shell clusters, the adiabatic ionization energies are close to the experimental values, while in the case of open-shell clus-

ters the vertical ionization energies are more similar to experimental values. At the end, we note that in comparison to the corresponding lithium

clusters with iodine, these are generally less stable.
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